MONEY——
Warrants for, ........................................... 20
   to whom drawn ........................................... 20
   countersigned by whom ................................. 20

MONOPOLIES——
   not to be allowed ...................................... 6

NEGLECT——
   of duty of public officers .............................. 35

NOTARIES PUBLIC—— (See "Justices of the Peace.")

NULL AND VOID——
   ordinance of secession is, .............................. 39
   laws arising thereunder are, .......................... 39
   provisions therefor ................................... 39
   debts created by State during the rebellion are, . 40

OATH——
   of members of the Legislature ........................ 34

OFFICES——
   duration of, ........................................... 40

OFFICES——
   where kept .............................................. 36
   of profit and trust .......................... 11
   what are not so deemed .............................. 11
   two not to be held in certain cases ............... 11
   may be in county offices .............................. 11
   duties to be performed, how long ................. 36

ORDERS——
   to go to Governor, what .............................. 21

OUTLAWRY .................................................. 6

PARDONS——
   may be granted by Governor, when ................. 18